
THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY background

"You've got a god you flirt with in your novels, but I can tell you, both your faith and your doubt are 
equally unconvincing" – Martin to David

Through a Glass Darkly   (Såsom i en spegel, 1961)      B&W. Running time: 89 minutes
This is the first film in Bergman's famous trilogy, sometimes called a “trilogy on the silence of God.” 
The second is Winter Light (1963), the third is The Silence.  It won the 1962 Oscar for best foreign film.

Bergman in 1963 said the film represented “conquered certainty,” that Winter Light represented 
“penetrated certainty,” and that The Silence represented God's silence or  “the negative imprint.” Later, 
he said these were rationalisations after the fact and that he didn't see the three films as a trilogy.

Of the trilogy, writer Peter Matthews has said: “Each deposits a restricted group in an eerily isolated 
setting. In this emotional crucible the characters' suppressed resentments bubble up and the mutual 
accusations multiply until one by one their cherished illusions are stripped away.” 

Plot
The film takes place over 24 hours on isolated Fårö Island, in the Baltic, where a family of four is 
spending the summer. It focuses on the grown daughter, Karin, a 'latent schizophrenic' who is aware of 
her mental illness and disintegration, and the relationships among her and the other family members: her 
husband, Martin, a doctor; her father, David, a novelist; and her 17-year-old brother, Minus. 

Commentary
“Through a Glass Darkly and Winter Light ... are so plain and pained. ... Yet there is weirdness, too, of a 
spellbinding kind, in these spartan tales of madness, despair, and religious convulsion. ... Bergman 
complained, later, that Through a Glass Darkly and Winter Light were too playlike. But what amazes 
today is the charge of the images.” -- “Whatever Happened to Ingmar Bergman,” by Harlan Kennedy, 1998. 

“With this film, the viewer confronts images of a bare world where those who survive are the rational 
men of a cold modernity, while those who flounder might have been its best hope. In a protean 
performance as Karin, Harriet Andersson dishes out both emotional warmth and shards of negativity in 
her sublime but fragmented engagements with others and the world. Her subjective focus is insufficient 
to consistently master linear demands, and religious belief is a kind of madness taking her away from 
reality rather than means to a centering affirmation, when her ethereal fantasies turn to revulsion.”-- “  The   
radical intimacy of Bergman,” by Hamish Ford, 2002 

“Strangely, it’s Karin’s plight, and that of so many like her in Bergman’s films, that draws me again and 
again to his work. There is, in that dramatization of the existential crisis, something of what Christian 
aesthetician Frank Burch Brown calls 'negative transcendence': 'God appears only as the Absent One, as 
that which is signified only by the depth of the artfully expressed yearning.'”--  Darren Hughes at Long Pauses

"Through a Glass Darkly I feel has a serious element of escapism and gross unveracity about it. A sort of 
desperate desire for security. An attempt to present a solution. A sort of weariness at always arriving at 
the question and never getting an answer. Like a circus performer who makes all his preparations for a 
somersault -- and then, instead of making his death-leap, simply, with an ironical bow, climbs down.” -- 
Bergman, in Bergman on Bergman 

http://www.longpauses.com/blog/2003/01/through-glass-darkly-1961.html
http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/directors/02/bergman.html
http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/directors/02/bergman.html
http://www.bergmanorama.com/filmcomment98_kennedy.htm


“Framed by the setting sun through a window, for the first time alone (and indoors) together, at the end 
of Glass Darkly Minus asks his father how they can help Karin, and receives a 'God is love' lecture. Like 
earlier declarations of love for his family (to whom he gives Stockholm airport trinkets as presents after 
arriving home from a trip to central Europe), this man's attempt at a didactic humanist faith here seems 
extremely forced and tenuous. Yet Minus responds positively to this perfunctory communication in the 
final line of the film, 'Papa spoke to me.' And in previously admitting the desire to chart his own 
daughter's schizophrenia so as to provide stimuli for his writing, the father also exhibits (as throughout 
the film) here a raw, contradictory kind of honesty typical of Bergman's dark renderings of human 
desire.” -- “The radical intimacy of Bergman” by Hamish Ford, 2002

Asked why he abandoned the idea of a “security-God” during the shooting of Through a Glass Darkly, 
Bergman said, “It had a great deal to do with my private life.... Virtually my whole life had been lived in 
the theatre. Then, suddenly, I veer off at a right angle, get myself a villa in Djursholm, set up house, and 
lead a bourgeois life which is the split image of my notion of a secure existence -- all this just as 
enthusiastically as I'd earlier lived quite another sort of life. I try to carry through my new role. Perhaps it 
can give me more security? I collect a lot of material things around me and around them I build up an 
ideology. Afterwards I discover that it's all utterly crazy, simply doesn't fit together. That it only 
corresponds to a narrow segment of myself -- a sort of groping, backwards into the bourgeois world I'd 
grown up in, and which I'd been trying to recreate. But then I see it doesn't fit, won't work at all. The 
result is a deep disappointment, and the entire ideology collapses. And there I stand suddenly, with a 
huge superstructure and no ideology to bear it up. The result, obviously, is anxiety.” -- Bergman on Bergman

some Themes
Love;  madness and reason; insanity and  religious experience; familial love and alienation; ecstasy and 
inspiration; passion and detachment; redemption; knowledge and illusion; resentment; the silence, 
absence and/or violence of God; objectivity and subjectivity; faith and doubt; 'spider god' v. 'god of love.' 

some Things to Consider
• What is the primary mood or moods of the film? 

• Is anyone portrayed as an attractive character in this film? How is this done? Who is portrayed as 
unattractive, and why do they seem so?

• The title of the film, “through a glass darkly,” derives from a Biblical passage (1 Corinthians 13:12): 
“For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I 
know even as also I am known.” This passage comes in the middle of a teaching about the supremacy 
of love. The Swedish title of the film literally reads “as in a mirror,” quoted from 1917 Swedish 
translation of the Bible. How does the title relate to the action and ideas of the film? 

• Some have said that Bergman's films struggle between two forces, the positive pole being 
affirmational and humane, the negative being “a bleak engagement with nihilism and hopelessness.” 
Do you see that struggle in this film? If so, do you think it's well-balanced between the two poles, or 
more strongly aligned with one or the other?  Where do you see hope, and where despair?

• One critic notes of Through a Glass that the “picture-narrative has a wonderful independent life, 
sometimes distinct from but parallel to the words, sometimes sinisterly contradictory.” Where do you 
notice that the images and words reinforce each other and where they are at odds?



• Karin's (perhaps) psychosis seems to suggest that if God does exist, he is merely the delusion of a 
sick person, and he's scary, violent, and dark at that; on the other hand, at the end of the film, David 
replies to Minus's declaration that it is impossible to believe in God by responding that love is proof 
of  God's existence. What do you think Bergman is saying about God in the film?

• “Of the ending of Winter Light, Bergman has remarked: 'He goes through with his service for no 
other reason than that Märta Lundberg is present. If one has religious faith, one could say that God 
has spoken to him. If one does not believe in God, one might prefer to say that Märta Lundberg and 
Algot Frövik are two people who help raise a fellow human being who has fallen and is digging his 
own grave. At that point it doesn't matter if God is silent or if he is speaking.' What do you think 
Bergman means by this, and in what way could that same be said, if it could, of Through a Glass? 

• Do you think Karin is psychotic or deluded, or is she inspired? Might you have a different response if 
her visions of God were beautiful, comforting, or loving?

• Are you reminded of any other films, or novels, or Biblical stories in watching this film? 

• Would you say that the film offers an affirmative view of life or not? Why?


